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Clinical Psychic Neuro Immunologist specialised
in Biochemistry and an Expert, Keynote speaker,
Coach and Advisor on HEALTH. How can you
stay healthy and live a longer and happier life?
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Biografie
Erik-Alexander Richter is a Clinical Psychic
Neuro Immunologist specializing in
biochemistry and the Expert, Keynote speaker,
Coach and Advisor on health. He can inspire you
and explain you in very clear language that even
children can understand what you can do to
become and stay healthy.
We all want to live a happy and healthy life but
not many people know how! That is why the
daily life of Erik-Alexander Richter consists of
showing people the steps to protect your body,
staying healthy and live longer. Erik-Alexander
Richter can make connections like no other
between illness on the one hand, but also stress,
depression, lack of exercise, nutritional problems
and especially low-grade inflammation on the

other hand. Erik-Alexander Richter is also known
as the medical expert in the TV program Life is
Beautiful. He is an inspiring and gifted speaker
and has written many articles in professional
journals.
Erik Alexander Richter had since his teenage
years a curiosity about the human body. In
particular, how to understand the body and
reach the optimum level of physical result in
sport. Now he is the vehicle to show people
globally how to improve their life to stay fit,
healthy and independent from pharmaceutical
suppression. As a Clinical Psychic Neuro
Immunologist and specialized in biochemistry,
he knows what he is talking about.
Erik-Alexander is a ‘walk you talk’ guy. He uses
his helicopter view and builds bridges in
information to connect the dots based on solid
research. He isn’t improving your life; he is the
vehicle for you so yóu can improve your health
and life.
He stands for his mission, make what seems
impossible possible by tapping into the body
intelligence. Because if your health works, you
can influence the outcome of your life.
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